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Sing about afriutful vineyard:
I, 1he Lord, wa1ch over ii;
I water ii continually.
I guard ii day and 11igh1
so 1ha1 no one may harm it.
I am nor angry.
If only there were briers and thorns confronting me!
I would march against !hem in baule;
I would set them all on fire.
Or else lei them come 10 me for refuge;
/er them make peace wi1h me,
yes, let rhem make peace with me.

Isaiah 27
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Daffodils
The trees have been raped by winter.
They stand stark, thin awkward
black against a blue sky.
It's nearly April.
A woman, young, folds her coat
across her chest.
She walks slowly
toward the garden
where she sees the first
daffodils have bloomed.
They look small and angry
that a northern winter
blown south
has lined their frai I cups
with ice.
The woman bends and stares
her hair falls from its
loose braid. Her cold
pink fingers
touch the ice.

Simmons
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Tilled Brown Hills
Tilled brown hills
Under a gray sky
A oI:itary bird flits by.
Isolated farmyards,
One here, one there
More at the horizon...
All around is rippling land
Like a rippling ocean,
Brown sea with green
Broken by bare brown trees
Field upon field
Under a rotating roof
Of cloudy sky
And a thin yellow road
Winds over the low hill
To meet a farmhouse.
The low hills are like
Ocean waves that begin to swell
But never break.
Outside
Dark sky meets a strip
Of darker land
As evening
Melts into night
Dark river
Mysteriously enfogged
By mist
A dark line of long, thin trees
Cuts the gray
And juts into the river.
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Peters

Idolatry
We carve idols out of misplaced dreams:
like our Maker, we Loo will breathe
into our handful of earthliness
a life that is not its own,
to partake through this clay a divine communion
with our own image.
So forcing upon our mortal strengths,
the earth's bounty and the sky' limit,
such weight of unbearable glory ... ,
we break the back of reality
to compensate for being made a little lower
than the angels.

Ludwick, Lim
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Wolf
Stillness of night,
of shadows,
veils the tidal power
of the moon,
and later, when he finds me,
r must go and drink fine tea
dancing around the sharp gaze
of his blue eyes
(the color of a child
soprano's pure high C)
reflecting the light
of their guiding moon.
Avoiding, 1 flee to the gym,
tintinnabulous in cacophony,
which rumbles with brays
pre sed from the wet lungs
of the amateur players
(Pre-Merovingian barbarians)
who seek to justify their own
rite
of pas age which is induced
by that same moon,
cold, lofty.
It turns the woods outside
into a pile of moldy straw,
weak and grey in the stillness,
yet from my perch inside,
I ignore the naked moon,
and so, in denial, I'm laughing
at the mockery they make
of this epic battle
for an inorganic, industrial
sphere.
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Johnson

Delaying,
I cry over my hilarity,
now poised on the edge
and ready for some crescendo
to be evoked by the Maestro
Who created the universe
as a symphony,
(I play only the triangle)
and here, the floor is
a reverberating drum
where the warriors beat
their bodies against each other.
For the moment
I have chosen a safe
place on the sideline
of this melee of comic
violence,
and I avoid the
grey sti Uness
(and the power
inherent to his requests)
where I am silhouetted
before the searching moon .
Steeled, with my heart
wrapped in silver,
I accept the in vi tati on .
He greets me
with a dark gaze, almost
smiling,
and draws me out
into his domain
where he will tell me about
the heat of the moon.

Johnson
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Day4
Tomorrow
we embark on adventure
laughing sweetly because hearts open wide oceans
mountains overpower corruption
erupting joy decays into mud
seeping acros permeable land is discovery
new experiences penetrate
de erring deserts continue throughout unfamiliar emotions
guiding us through our escapade
while we explore caverns deep within our daydreams
and we explore anxieties without reservation
all the time searching secrets within
despair scratches separately
searching cavities deep and senseless
humor saddens joy
rotting souls long for delight
excursions happen timelessly, appear often
workers feel achy
grinding pain within tranquil hearts
beating together.
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Jamaica Group

Stellar Visions
(Beneath the Navajo Moon)
Myriad stars return my gaze
beneath the Navajo moon.
My thoughts are grasped by ancient hands
beating rhythm's tune.
The dance, the song, and throbbing drums
slow the dancers yet
Each leaping, twisting, circLing form
throws a silhouette.
The flying sparks from fire joined
the stars of a past day.
These visions twist and become onea timeless star display.

Stout
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Morning Poem
I awake dripping from dreamsa net that passed through
and held nothing
of the cold treams.
There were warriors there
with death in their mouths
and burned teeth driven
into the barren northern ground.
I awake in our bed;
the ash cats warm about my feet.
You are sleeping under gathered black umbrellas
a the yellow taxi nood the treet.
We are smeared with kis e and warm honey
and gagged with leaves like a fountain.
We dre sour fates with each other.
Our ancient death is not yet young.
The wind crosses our sill
with the sound of cymbals,
low sizzling and then nash and nash.
An empty train car is banged about
between heavy brother ,
longing to throw its emptiness out
into the arms of trees.
The trees go white with each gust
then green
like the nooding of a sea cave.
And I am a mountain village with windy valves,
my girdle open to the morning
and the ta te of nothing in my mouth.
l am on the throat of love and tepping out.
I carry death like a battered ring,
strong with an empty setting.
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Cain.es

It tastes of unstopped currents
and wint~r branches where light finds all.
Green abundance breeds cold coins of shadow.
Summer is the darker time.
And love is a closed ground,
a room bandaged with shadows.

lee Princess
Her eyes reflect the ice blue soul, inside
white light flies coldly intense
tumbling to the floor
snow faJls blue
salt water moves like celestial slugs
frozen tears dancing down
leaving a watery trail on her cheek
in a mournful twisting
her throat scratches out a low whimper
tapping the ice
a storm oozes up inside
wind weaves snow into razor chords
freezing her cuts
whips rips across the glacier
biting her soul
the ice screams from the winds abuse

Caines, Barbarian Bard
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Mother Earth
" Feed me' "-rhe planr

III

Little Shop of Horrors

Tree have fallen in a torm
that left a car on the hillside;
the trees, roots upturned,
are full of humus and bark.
Wind pours into the gulch below
drying the tree •
rotten from too much rain,
and mother earth sucks on them .
Water, with su pended sediment.
ink down to its base level;
the flow di solving, eroding,
moves mountain . the Grand Tetons.
and carries them to the plane,
to the base level.
An oxbow lake is a home
for frog' eggs,
and later tadpoles
and maybe later frogs
that leave thousand more eggs
and hope for the be t
(only a small percentage will survive).
Mother earth is fattening her breast.
The sun warms the branches,
but the trunks are wet with saliva.
The earth is swallowing the trees,
it swallows the swamp,
it flows with milk and honey.
and is becoming flat.
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Kaufma nn

Of cloves and camels
a ride a smoke
a smoke a spice
a small slice
of forbidden
and over hidden
pleasure.
Desert mule,
garden treasure
cloven hooves
cloven ground.
(Strike out the light
if you hear a sound.)
Breathe it in,
draw me in,
share the magic
of our frozen circle
whisper spiced auras
of nimbus clouds
and confide in
the rarest of friends.
Returning, reeking
of cloves and camels, a
native bond of kinship and
a sin of friendship.
Friends of like-mind
and like-kind because
of cloves and camels.

Gienapp
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Amoco

I.
In I 911, in accordance with anti-trust laws, Standard
Oil Company went to the chopping block. And Standard
Oil of Indiana, which later changed its name to Amoco
Corporation, took home the butcher's choiceincluding the rights to the trademark blue torch
and !anted red flame. Standard Oil of New Jersey
took second, with a new name-Essa-a phonetic
spelling of Standard's popular nickname, "S . O."

II.
The red kite returns and devours the children.
Fire rises, smoke rises, but the sense of them is downward.

It is as though we have impaled a blue pig on a blue pole.
And I have run for hours with my heart flying behind me.
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Belz

III.
In 1972, in search of an internationally meaningless word, Esso
changed its name to Exxon; and "The Esso Sign Means
Happy Motoring" tag line was dropped. Later advertisements
claimed that running a car or truck on Exxon premium gasoline
(93 octane) was comparable to having a "tiger inside."
Amoco's less-artful campaign invited customers
to "see the quality"-as gasoline flowed past a window
in the pump handle, spinning three tiny blue balls.

IV.
The swans close their metal wings and shriek.
Fire flows sideways through a hose.
Hence the world itself becomes like and octagon.
And I have run for hours with my heart flying behind me.

Belz
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Was he e\'er spiri1110/ly dry ?
His wrinkles ansll'ered; 1he brown-red Florida sun
mingling wi1h !he dusl of 1he eanh.
Prophet of now
Ha become thenHair was combed back
Defiant of time.
Still I could ee
White streaks of age.

" No," he said, af1er a small pause.
"Ah can ' 1 say ahv evuh had such a tahm 'cause ah always knew ah had
the vik1ree in Chrahst,"
and the rig hi comer of his mouth pulled into a thunderous lwlf-smile.
They did not stone.
Nor crucify.
But he had Just
Strength enough left,
Upward to climb,
To Abraham' lap
Lean on his chest
And ease into a placid dream.
Requiem Aetemam.
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Kickasola

Regression
I held the world between my fingertips
And saw down all its even corridorsThat there was not one bar but had its place,
That every article had its own space.
But now it seems to me the world has slipped
Awry, and pillars dance about the floors
Unevenly. Perhaps it is my eyes
Fixed for too long without sight in the air,
That cannot focus right within the sphere
I knew so well before this age-long year.
But still, I know my fingers hold their prize
Listless and lifeless, like nothing was there
To be held more than any passing star.
And though I gaze, my eyes have inward grown;
The brilliance and the sweetness have grown dim,
Lost and discordant shapes take up their whim
And often my mind wanders near and far
To flee from being with you alJ alone ...

Barker
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I re t on the moolh floor of this glass of water.
At the surface
I have dodged extracting fingers
fearful of being pinned against the side
slowly drawn up and
wiped on the edge of a food smeared plate.
Fleeing
I curl swivel dive downfeeling the evaporating air on my heels.
I am shielded by the water again.
Against the side, my nose flallened,
elongated in this crazy mirror-the curved sides of my glass
(which is blue ... plain
blue; no cerulean explanaLions of my affiniry)and grew sore.
ow lying on the bottom
imagining my vesuvian kick
which could spring me up
splashing out of the liquid, or
spill the glass
I rest
on the smooth floor of this glass of water.
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Kirk

Mentor
"An apple a day keeps the doctor away.
Take a nice big bite; you've earned it."
I have no choice. It would be a sin to refuse
such [cjndness.
You've got me where you want me.
How's this for a smile.
Oh, thank you, thank you, thank you.
(my teeth crush the s[cjn. Sticky salty bursts and trickles
down the comers.)
"However, there are bigger apples you could have .. ."
See, I'm smiling.
I think I'm bleeding.
You're smiling because you knew that a razor was just what I
needed
and you love me.

Kickasola
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Reames

Java
I harvest shadows
reap the mist
ia the night
chaat the air
brewed with warm mossy scents of ebony
I gather grind these elements into magic earth dirt
sifting into a filter
fiery water runs through
trapping dirt bl_ackness
in drops of water
aa inky liquor
I drink the night
contained in clay
aad let it seep through
my stomach bitter
onyx spheres drip from ivory teeth
smiliag in delightful drops
dripping across my lips
smiling dark
I drink the aight
steaming hot
aad taste its raven caffeinic creativity
it now runs through red
visions dancing in
to a swirling flow of blood
I drink the night
black
without granulated stars
no milky way
or lumps of milky moon
I drink it bitter
I drink it strong
I drink it black
I drink it deep
I drink dark the night

Barbarian Bard
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Ar t

Within the shadows of an upcoming dawn, we sing
and every ro e sung intones a rose still unsung.
Each intoxication of beauty borrows
from perfection yet unsensed and ungrasped,
its incantatory glory from splendour unfathomed.
Haunted by the power of a pressing absencea eamless consummation of form and meaning,
shrouded in blinding light, beyond her embrace...
art cannot resist her calling:
Soaring upon the wings of this inconsolable ache,
poised perpetually upon the threshold of a revelation ...
art lives and gives .
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The Fall 1993 edition of the Thorn contained two errors. Unfortunately,
they both fell on the same the poem. The first line in Rachel Crumble's poem,
"The Third Day, " should have been omitted , and line 17 should have read "to
sing the Hallelujah Chorus." The editor offers a sincere apology.
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